The reason that shot record migration is preferred over a full prestack depth migration scheme (such as S-G migration) is twofold. Fist, with the shot record approach the constructed Zero Offset data can be studied before and after true Common Depth Point stacking has been applied (true CDP-analysis and focussing depth analysis respectively). Second, the shot record oriented technique is still feasible in 3-D because of the easier data handling. During the presentation the method will be illustrated by applying it to realistic synthetic data from 2-D subsurfaces, Also 3-D extensions will lx discussed.
Principle of shot record migration
Shot record migration as described by Berkhout (1985) and Wapenaar (1986) is a One-Way l&stack Depth migration method which uses single shot records as input. In our model verification method the shot record approach is followed as well. (fig la) . The operators for the inverse extrapolation were derived from an erroneous subsurface model (fig. lb) . By applying the operatars to the prestack data a multi fold Zero Offset panel was obtained at depth points on a vertical datum. Such a multi fold Zero Offset panel has some nice properties ( fig. 2) . At a reflector a Zero Offset trace contains an event at zero time provided that the macro model is comxt. Also, the amplitude of the data is highest Bt zero t&. This can be easily seen by inspection of the CDP-gather at this level (fig. 3a) . The CDP-gather contains single fold Zero Offset traces obtained fmm various shot records. It is clear that for all shot positions the data is perfectly aligned at t=O , so a Common Depth Point stack will result in a high amplitude.
If the model is incorrect, the highest amplitude (focus) will no longer occur at zero timeneither at the depth of the reflector ( fig.  2, second focus and fig. 3b ). In a migrated section this will result in an reflector imaged at the wrong depth and having a poor amplitude. 
